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The Problem and an AssertionThe Problem and an Assertion

•• Our experience suggests that asset managers are unable Our experience suggests that asset managers are unable 
to parameterize portfolio construction problems so as to to parameterize portfolio construction problems so as to 
provide an optimal balance between capital growth, risk provide an optimal balance between capital growth, risk 
control and tax avoidance for taxable investorscontrol and tax avoidance for taxable investors

•• We assert that the key to correctly balancing tax We assert that the key to correctly balancing tax 
avoidance with risk adjusted returns is understanding avoidance with risk adjusted returns is understanding 
the economic value of the option to realize capital gains the economic value of the option to realize capital gains 
at a time of the investorat a time of the investor’’s choosings choosing

•• The value of the The value of the ““tax timingtax timing”” option is directly related to option is directly related to 
the expected crossthe expected cross--sectional dispersion (sectional dispersion (““varietyvariety””) of ) of 
asset returns within the investorasset returns within the investor’’s portfolios portfolio
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This Presentation in OutlineThis Presentation in Outline
•• Describe two modifications of the traditional meanDescribe two modifications of the traditional mean--

variance utility function appropriate to taxable investors, variance utility function appropriate to taxable investors, 
augmenting the objective functionaugmenting the objective function

•• Incorporate  a Incorporate  a ““structuralstructural”” form of estimation error that form of estimation error that 
has been relatively less explored in the finance literaturehas been relatively less explored in the finance literature
–– the the ““single periodsingle period”” assumption built into the Markowitz meanassumption built into the Markowitz mean--

variance optimization processvariance optimization process
•• Show how the crossShow how the cross--sectional dispersion (sectional dispersion (““varietyvariety””) of ) of 

security returns within a market is the crucial security returns within a market is the crucial 
determinant of determinant of ““effectiveeffective”” tax ratestax rates

•• Using large scale numerical simulations, explore the Using large scale numerical simulations, explore the 
empirical relationship between empirical relationship between ““portfolio varietyportfolio variety”” and and 
maximum tax efficiencymaximum tax efficiency

•• Incorporate our simulation results into asset allocation Incorporate our simulation results into asset allocation 
and portfolio optimization taking tax efficiency into and portfolio optimization taking tax efficiency into 
proper account proper account 
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We Walk From Where We StandWe Walk From Where We Stand

•• Markowitz and Levy (1979) propose a function of mean Markowitz and Levy (1979) propose a function of mean 
variance as a representation of investor utilityvariance as a representation of investor utility

U = R U = R –– SS22/ RAP / RAP 
•• This is just risk adjusted return where the size of the risk This is just risk adjusted return where the size of the risk 

penalty can be scaled to fit the investorpenalty can be scaled to fit the investor’’s risk tolerances risk tolerance
•• AssumptionsAssumptions

–– The parameters of return distributions are known with certainty.The parameters of return distributions are known with certainty.
In the real world, we can get it wrong. In the real world, we can get it wrong. 

–– The future is one long period in which our input parameters The future is one long period in which our input parameters 
values (that are both correct and certain) never change.values (that are both correct and certain) never change.
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Case 1: Taxable Asset AllocationCase 1: Taxable Asset Allocation
•• As described in Wilcox (2003), the key issue in As described in Wilcox (2003), the key issue in 

formulating investment policies is how aggressive or formulating investment policies is how aggressive or 
conservative an investor should be to maximize their conservative an investor should be to maximize their 
long term wealth subject to a shortfall constraint (a floor long term wealth subject to a shortfall constraint (a floor 
on wealth). One way to express this for a taxable on wealth). One way to express this for a taxable 
investors is: investors is: 

U =  E{ R * (1U =  E{ R * (1--T*) T*) -- L SL S22 (1(1--T*)T*)22 / 2 }/ 2 }

–– L is the ratio of total assets/net worth from a life balance sheL is the ratio of total assets/net worth from a life balance sheet et 
–– In Northfield terminology RAP = 2/LIn Northfield terminology RAP = 2/L
–– T* is the effective tax rateT* is the effective tax rate

•• TodayToday’’s first empirical question is how to estimate the s first empirical question is how to estimate the 
possible differences in T*, the effective tax rates across possible differences in T*, the effective tax rates across 
different asset classesdifferent asset classes
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Case 2: Taxable Portfolio ManagementCase 2: Taxable Portfolio Management
•• Under US tax law, we can realize capital gains on a Under US tax law, we can realize capital gains on a ““lot lot 

by lotby lot”” basis. In such cases we can model capital gain basis. In such cases we can model capital gain 
taxes as  explicit transaction costs, rather than as a taxes as  explicit transaction costs, rather than as a 
scalar on returnsscalar on returns

U =  E{ R * U =  E{ R * -- L SL S22 (1(1--T*)T*)22 / 2 } / 2 } –– (C * A)}(C * A)}

C = expected C = expected ““transaction coststransaction costs”” including CG taxesincluding CG taxes
A = rate at which costs are amortized over the economic life of A = rate at which costs are amortized over the economic life of an an 
event  (reciprocal of the expected holding period) event  (reciprocal of the expected holding period) 

•• We need differentiate between trading costs and capital We need differentiate between trading costs and capital 
gain tax, but how?gain tax, but how?
–– If we donIf we don’’t trade, we dont trade, we don’’t have a trading costt have a trading cost
–– If we donIf we don’’t realize a embedded capital gain now, wet realize a embedded capital gain now, we’’ll probably ll probably 

realize it sometime in the future, owing tax thenrealize it sometime in the future, owing tax then
–– Cost avoidance, but tax deferralCost avoidance, but tax deferral
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Initial Thoughts on Single Period Initial Thoughts on Single Period 
AssumptionAssumption

•• In the real world, things change and our parameter In the real world, things change and our parameter 
estimates for return and risk (even if initially exactly estimates for return and risk (even if initially exactly 
correct) are likely to change as well.correct) are likely to change as well.

•• If transaction costs are zero, we can simply adjust our If transaction costs are zero, we can simply adjust our 
portfolio composition to optimally reflect our new beliefs portfolio composition to optimally reflect our new beliefs 
whenever they change. whenever they change. 

•• If transaction costs are not free, the single period If transaction costs are not free, the single period 
assumption is a serious problem.assumption is a serious problem.

•• If transaction costs are large (e.g. capital gain taxes), the If transaction costs are large (e.g. capital gain taxes), the 
single period assumption is wholly unrealistic.   Tax single period assumption is wholly unrealistic.   Tax 
authorities also seem to be interested in things like weeks, authorities also seem to be interested in things like weeks, 
months and especially months and especially ““tax years.tax years.””
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Geometric Versus Linear TradeoffsGeometric Versus Linear Tradeoffs

•• For small transaction costs, arithmetic amortization is For small transaction costs, arithmetic amortization is 
sufficient, but if costs are large we need to consider sufficient, but if costs are large we need to consider 
compoundingcompounding

•• Assume a trade with 20% trading cost and an Assume a trade with 20% trading cost and an 
expected holding period of one year.  expected holding period of one year.  
–– We can get an expected alpha improvement of 20%.  But if We can get an expected alpha improvement of 20%.  But if 

we give up 20% of our money now, and invest at 20%, we we give up 20% of our money now, and invest at 20%, we 
only end up with 96% of the money we have now.only end up with 96% of the money we have now.

•• Solution is to adjust the amortization rate (A) to Solution is to adjust the amortization rate (A) to 
reflect the correct geometric ratereflect the correct geometric rate

AAgg = 100/(100= 100/(100--A)A)

•• Our estimation of T* as the Our estimation of T* as the ““effective tax rateeffective tax rate”” will will 
implicitly include this issueimplicitly include this issue
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A Simple Rule for Better TradeoffsA Simple Rule for Better Tradeoffs
•• Even if we are amortizing our costs sensibly, we are still Even if we are amortizing our costs sensibly, we are still 

maximizing the objective function to directly trade a unit maximizing the objective function to directly trade a unit 
of risk adjusted return for a unit of amortized cost per of risk adjusted return for a unit of amortized cost per 
unit time.unit time.
––This is only appropriate if we are certain to realize the economThis is only appropriate if we are certain to realize the economic ic 
benefit of the improvement in risk adjusted return, which is onlbenefit of the improvement in risk adjusted return, which is only y 
true over an infinite time horizontrue over an infinite time horizon
––We propose to adjust the amortization rate to reflect the We propose to adjust the amortization rate to reflect the 
probability of actually realizing the improvement in utility oveprobability of actually realizing the improvement in utility over the r the 
expected time horizon, and the investorexpected time horizon, and the investor’’s aversion to the s aversion to the 
uncertainty of realizationuncertainty of realization

U = R U = R –– SS22/ RAP / RAP –– (C (C ×× ΓΓ))

ΓΓ =  A=  Agg / (1 / (1 -- M * (1M * (1--P)), M =  1 P)), M =  1 –– (RAP/200)(RAP/200)

P is the probability of realizing the improvement in risk adjustP is the probability of realizing the improvement in risk adjusted ed 
return over the expected time horizon and L is the range of (0,1return over the expected time horizon and L is the range of (0,1))
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We Live in a MultiWe Live in a Multi--period Worldperiod World
•• If our portfolios have finite holding periods rather than If our portfolios have finite holding periods rather than 

the infinite single period assumed in Markowitz, we the infinite single period assumed in Markowitz, we 
have a probability between .5 and 1 of actually have a probability between .5 and 1 of actually 
realizing an expected gain in utilityrealizing an expected gain in utility

•• We define the probability of realization, P,  like a oneWe define the probability of realization, P,  like a one--
tailed T testtailed T test

P = P = N N (((U(((Uoo--UUii) / TE) / TEioio) * (1/ A)* (1/ A).5.5))

NN(x) is the cumulative normal function:(x) is the cumulative normal function:
2 / 21( )

2

ux
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π
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The Realization ProbabilityThe Realization Probability

•• The numerator is the improvement in risk adjusted The numerator is the improvement in risk adjusted 
return between the optimal and initial portfoliosreturn between the optimal and initial portfolios

•• The denominator is the tracking error between the The denominator is the tracking error between the 
optimal and initial portfolios. Essentially itoptimal and initial portfolios. Essentially it’’s the standard s the standard 
error on the expected improvement in utilityerror on the expected improvement in utility
–– If there is no tracking error between the initial and If there is no tracking error between the initial and 

optimal portfolios, P approaches 100%.  Consider optimal portfolios, P approaches 100%.  Consider 
““optimizing a portfoliooptimizing a portfolio”” by getting the manager to cut by getting the manager to cut 
fees.  The improvement in utility is certain no matter fees.  The improvement in utility is certain no matter 
how short the time horizon.how short the time horizon.

–– Not something to which we usually pay attentionNot something to which we usually pay attention
•• If turnover is very low, A will approach zero, so P will If turnover is very low, A will approach zero, so P will 

approach 100%. For long time horizons, we have the approach 100%. For long time horizons, we have the 
classical case that assumes certaintyclassical case that assumes certainty
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Empirical ExampleEmpirical Example

•• Initial Portfolio 85 Large StocksInitial Portfolio 85 Large Stocks
•• S&P 500 BenchmarkS&P 500 Benchmark
•• Random ZRandom Z--scores as alphasscores as alphas
•• Risk Tolerance = 40Risk Tolerance = 40
•• Expected Turnover 25% per annumExpected Turnover 25% per annum
•• No position bigger than 3%No position bigger than 3%
•• No position smaller than .25%No position smaller than .25%
•• 20 cents per share trading costs20 cents per share trading costs
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Probability of RealizationProbability of Realization
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Valuing the Tax Timing OptionValuing the Tax Timing Option
•• US tax law provides for selective realization of capital US tax law provides for selective realization of capital 

gains at the tax lot level. Investors have the option of gains at the tax lot level. Investors have the option of 
which gains or losses to realize in their portfolio.which gains or losses to realize in their portfolio.
–– If all the positions in your portfolio have the same degree of If all the positions in your portfolio have the same degree of 

capital gain, you are indifferent as to which gain you realize. capital gain, you are indifferent as to which gain you realize. For For 
the tax timing option to have value, you must have dispersion inthe tax timing option to have value, you must have dispersion in
the degree of percentage capital gains across the tax lots of ththe degree of percentage capital gains across the tax lots of the e 
securities in your portfolio.  securities in your portfolio.  

•• You can get dispersion in degree of capital gain by either You can get dispersion in degree of capital gain by either 
–– Reinvesting income over time at different prices into the same Reinvesting income over time at different prices into the same 

asset  (Horvitz and Wilcox, 2003)asset  (Horvitz and Wilcox, 2003)
–– Owning multiple securities that have dispersed returns. The Owning multiple securities that have dispersed returns. The 

larger the dispersion, the larger the opportunity set for larger the dispersion, the larger the opportunity set for 
intelligent offsetting of gains and losses to defer taxintelligent offsetting of gains and losses to defer tax
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Estimating the Relationship of Variety Estimating the Relationship of Variety 
to Tax Efficiency via Monte Carlo to Tax Efficiency via Monte Carlo 
•• Start with a data set of stock returns  Start with a data set of stock returns  

–– Monthly return time series for the 850 stocks in our database Monthly return time series for the 850 stocks in our database 
that had no CUSIP changes (no major corporate actions) from that had no CUSIP changes (no major corporate actions) from 
1990 through 20041990 through 2004

–– Convert the returns to crossConvert the returns to cross--sectional Zsectional Z--scoresscores

•• You can now construct simulated returns for every You can now construct simulated returns for every 
security, for any chosen values for the expected mean security, for any chosen values for the expected mean 
and crossand cross--sectional standard deviationsectional standard deviation
–– Preserves the correlation structure across stocksPreserves the correlation structure across stocks
–– Preserves the relationship between market volatility and crossPreserves the relationship between market volatility and cross--

sectional volatilitysectional volatility

•• Using Using ““bootstrapbootstrap”” rere--sampling methods, we can sampling methods, we can 
construct as many simulated return histories of any construct as many simulated return histories of any 
length length 
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Simulate Portfolio Tax BehaviorSimulate Portfolio Tax Behavior

•• Start with an equal weighted portfolio of N securitiesStart with an equal weighted portfolio of N securities
•• Assume some expected return on the market, with a Assume some expected return on the market, with a 

fixed dividend yieldfixed dividend yield
–– Reinvest dividends in an ETF with zero dividend yieldReinvest dividends in an ETF with zero dividend yield

•• Assume some amount of monthly turnover associated Assume some amount of monthly turnover associated 
with active management to account for transaction costswith active management to account for transaction costs

•• Pick a time horizon (e.g. 25 years) at which time the Pick a time horizon (e.g. 25 years) at which time the 
investor is assumed to dieinvestor is assumed to die

•• Roll the positions forward month by time until the time Roll the positions forward month by time until the time 
horizonhorizon
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Measuring Effective Tax RatesMeasuring Effective Tax Rates
•• For each simulated series of events, we calculate three For each simulated series of events, we calculate three 

rates of returnrates of return
–– The total return on the portfolio assuming zero capital gain taxThe total return on the portfolio assuming zero capital gain tax
–– The after tax total return assuming capital gain tax via an annuThe after tax total return assuming capital gain tax via an annual al 

““mark to marketmark to market””
–– The after tax total return assuming we use our assigned degree The after tax total return assuming we use our assigned degree 

of turnover to sell positions that have the biggest losses or of turnover to sell positions that have the biggest losses or 
smallest gains to defer taxes as long as possiblesmallest gains to defer taxes as long as possible

–– Due to tax deferral, effective tax rates will be much lower thanDue to tax deferral, effective tax rates will be much lower than
nominal capital gain tax ratesnominal capital gain tax rates

•• The differences in these afterThe differences in these after--tax returns represent our tax returns represent our 
ability to manage realization of capital gain taxesability to manage realization of capital gain taxes

•• Selling losers and keeping winners will tend to Selling losers and keeping winners will tend to 
concentrate the portfolio over time, increasing risk  concentrate the portfolio over time, increasing risk  
–– We reinvest dividends into an ETF as a simple way to create an We reinvest dividends into an ETF as a simple way to create an 

offsetting degree of diversificationoffsetting degree of diversification
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Valuing the Tax Timing OptionValuing the Tax Timing Option
•• We ran several hundred portfolio simulations at each We ran several hundred portfolio simulations at each 

possible combination of four parameterspossible combination of four parameters
–– Initial number of securities from 20 to 100Initial number of securities from 20 to 100
–– Annual turnover from 0 to 100%Annual turnover from 0 to 100%
–– Monthly crossMonthly cross--sectional dispersion from 0 to 30%sectional dispersion from 0 to 30%
–– Time horizons from 24 to 600 monthsTime horizons from 24 to 600 months

•• Typical parametersTypical parameters
–– Expected market return 9%, with dividend yield of 2%Expected market return 9%, with dividend yield of 2%
–– Nominal capital gain tax of 15%, income tax 40%Nominal capital gain tax of 15%, income tax 40%
–– .5% round trip trading costs.5% round trip trading costs

•• Calculate the net effective tax rate for each simulation Calculate the net effective tax rate for each simulation 
and average across the sample at each level of crossand average across the sample at each level of cross--
sectional dispersionsectional dispersion
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Estimate a RelationshipEstimate a Relationship

•• Measure the opportunity to reduce taxes through Measure the opportunity to reduce taxes through 
selective realization as the ratio of crossselective realization as the ratio of cross--sectional sectional 
dispersion to the expected market returndispersion to the expected market return

•• Define Define ““reduction in taxesreduction in taxes”” as the fraction of taxes saved as the fraction of taxes saved 
by selection tax realization as compared to by selection tax realization as compared to ““market to market to 
marketmarket”” where the investor has no timing optionwhere the investor has no timing option

•• Effective tax rates of 12% down to .8% (zero CG tax)Effective tax rates of 12% down to .8% (zero CG tax)
•• Over sample of approximately 500,000 portfolio Over sample of approximately 500,000 portfolio 

simulations grouped into twenty two batchessimulations grouped into twenty two batches
–– Correlation in the hypothesized relationship is .88, which is Correlation in the hypothesized relationship is .88, which is 

barely statistically different from onebarely statistically different from one
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Variety and Tax EfficiencyVariety and Tax Efficiency
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Empirical HighlightsEmpirical Highlights
•• For crossFor cross--sectional dispersion values typical of US large sectional dispersion values typical of US large 

cap stocks (i.e. 10% monthly), we get effective tax rates cap stocks (i.e. 10% monthly), we get effective tax rates 
around 5 or 6%, a lot lower than the nominal tax ratearound 5 or 6%, a lot lower than the nominal tax rate

•• For US small cap or international stocks, dispersion For US small cap or international stocks, dispersion 
values of 25 to 30 are typical, leading to effective tax values of 25 to 30 are typical, leading to effective tax 
rates below 3%rates below 3%
–– At average turnover levels of 50% per annum with a 25 year At average turnover levels of 50% per annum with a 25 year 

time horizon, we often have enough tax losses to stay in a net time horizon, we often have enough tax losses to stay in a net 
negative realized capital gain situation indefinitely, if we usenegative realized capital gain situation indefinitely, if we use all all 
our turnover to maximize the tax timing optionour turnover to maximize the tax timing option

•• We can now get an estimate of T* for an chosen We can now get an estimate of T* for an chosen 
combination of our parameters such as crosscombination of our parameters such as cross--sectional sectional 
dispersion, tax rate, market return, turnover, etc.dispersion, tax rate, market return, turnover, etc.
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Putting Simulation Output to WorkPutting Simulation Output to Work

•• For asset allocation problems, we can estimate T* for For asset allocation problems, we can estimate T* for 
each asset class we are considering and plug directly each asset class we are considering and plug directly 
into our Markowitz asset allocation frameworkinto our Markowitz asset allocation framework

•• For tax sensitive active management:For tax sensitive active management:
–– Estimate the effective tax rate under the maximum use of the Estimate the effective tax rate under the maximum use of the 

tax timing option.  This is the minimum tax we can expect to paytax timing option.  This is the minimum tax we can expect to pay
given our assumed turnovergiven our assumed turnover

–– To the extent that this minimum is above the effective tax rate To the extent that this minimum is above the effective tax rate 
for passive management, it is a reduction in portfolio alpha. for passive management, it is a reduction in portfolio alpha. 
Essentially an ongoing cost like a management feeEssentially an ongoing cost like a management fee

–– The excess of the nominal capital gain tax rate above the The excess of the nominal capital gain tax rate above the 
minimum effective capital gain tax rate becomes the capital gainminimum effective capital gain tax rate becomes the capital gain
tax rate that is included with transaction costs.  Ittax rate that is included with transaction costs.  It’’s the s the 
““optionaloptional”” portion of tax that we choose to tradeoff against portion of tax that we choose to tradeoff against 
expected improvements in alpha or reductions in riskexpected improvements in alpha or reductions in risk
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ConclusionsConclusions
•• Portfolio construction for taxable investors requires Portfolio construction for taxable investors requires 

attention to taxation at both the asset allocation and attention to taxation at both the asset allocation and 
portfolio trading levelsportfolio trading levels

•• The single period assumption in MVO implies that The single period assumption in MVO implies that 
trading costs and improvements in utility can be traded trading costs and improvements in utility can be traded 
as if both are certainas if both are certain
–– Finite holding periods imply that the improvement in utility is Finite holding periods imply that the improvement in utility is 

uncertain. We must therefore consider the probability of uncertain. We must therefore consider the probability of 
realizing an improvement in utility arising from an optimizationrealizing an improvement in utility arising from an optimization
as being between 50% and 100%as being between 50% and 100%

•• Simulation methods can be used to estimate effective Simulation methods can be used to estimate effective 
tax rates for wide range of market conditions and tax rates for wide range of market conditions and 
portfolio management practicesportfolio management practices

•• We have shown that the opportunity to manage taxes We have shown that the opportunity to manage taxes 
effectively is a roughly linear function of crosseffectively is a roughly linear function of cross--sectional sectional 
dispersion of security returnsdispersion of security returns
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Remedial Finance 101

• Sharpe (1964):

• In practice, often simplified to:

• CAPM assumes linear relationship between beta 
and asset return
– The return on a stock goes up and down 

proportionality to its exposure to the market
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Security Market Line
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SML Suggest
• The SML suggest that a portfolio with beta 

= 0.5 yields the same return as a portfolio 
that is 50% of the market portfolio and 
50% cash

• Real market data indicates a flatter SML 
with smaller incremental increases in 
return for additional market exposure than 
CAPM would suggest
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Beta vs. Return for Dow
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“Equity Premium Puzzle?”
• Is this the phenomena coined by Mehra / 

Prescott (1986, 2003) describing the 
improbably high risk aversion one must have 
to own bonds given the immense equity 
return premium?

• Narrow the problem down to Equity Markets 
only, no bonds in the universe, only a Risk 
Free Rate. 

• Does a Minimum Variance Portfolio (MVP) 
produce greater return per unit of risk?
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Define the “Equity Market Premium Puzzle”

• The very small marginal return per unit of risk in 
equity markets, demonstrated by a “flat capital 
market line”
– According to Benartzi & Thaler (1993) an equity 

investor is indifferent between even odds of getting 
$100,000/$50,000 and a certain payoff of $51,200;

– Clarke, DeSilva & Thorley (2006) document a 
reduction in volatility of 25% holding MVPs while 
maintaining comparable returns for US markets 
between 1968 & 2005;

– Blitz & Van Vliet (2007) document low volatility 
outperformance of 12%.

• Lowest decile minus the highest volatility decile on a Global 
Universe on data between 1986 - 2006…

• 6% if we exclude tech bubble
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How is this useful?
• In Equity markets, Minimum Variance 

Portfolios, leveraged up to the appropriate 
level of risk, offer better returns than 
Market Portfolios:
– The addition of MVP to an asset allocation 

Increases equity contribution to both risk & 
return; (Arai, 2007)

– Domination of cap weighted indices by MVP 
highlights the difference between Beta and 
Equity premium. (Arai, 2007).
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Behavioral
• Behavioral Finance:

– Loss aversion / Prospect theory (Benartzi 
& Thaler - 1993)

• Asymmetric utilities to gain & loss based on 
“reference point”

– Short term risk indifference / Crash 
Aversion (Barro 2005), (Gabaix 2007)

• Long term capital appreciation trumps short 
term volatility

• Risk of major crash is the only one that matters
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Style
• Style effects (diBartolomeo):

– Low volatility portfolios tend to be “value”
biased

– Value portfolios have negative skew, 
therefore investors expect higher than CAPM 
returns (CAPM assumes skew of 0) to 
compensate:

• Think of momentum (buy on up, sell on down) as being 
analogous to CPPI, or being long a put option…

• Then Value would be like being short a put option hence the 
negative skew…
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CAPM Assumptions

• Which Risk Free rate do we use?
– CAPM assumes same rate for borrowing & lending

• If there’s a spread between borrowing & lending rates…
investors would demand a higher return than predicted by 
CAPM to borrow money to leverage an MVP up to Market 
Portfolio Risk

– Perhaps investors don’t care about short term rates, 
but actually use longer term STRIPs

• This would further flatten the SML…
• Only applicable to normal, not inverted yield curve scenarios 
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Real World Hindrances

• Haugen + Baker (1991) argue that Cap weighted 
market indices are inefficient due to increased 
transaction costs, taxes and restrictions on short 
selling.
– They built a portfolio with of 1000 stocks with 

minimum variance over the trailing 24 months, then 
rebalanced quarterly;

– The resultant portfolio had higher returns & lower 
variance than the Wilshire 5000 during the sample 
period: 1972 -1989.
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“Equity Yield Curve”
Wisdom from Fixed Income Markets:
• Lochoff (1998) argues that buying at the short end of the yield curve 

& leveraging up to desired risk level yields higher returns due to 
greater marginal return per unit of risk at the short end of the curve;

• Applying this logic to equity markets doesn’t take a leap of faith:
– Applying a PV model of future cash flows puts low volatility stocks at the 

short end of the curve as they pay out in the short term
– Conversely high volatility stocks are expected to pay cash flows further 

in the future and are thus at the long end of the “equity yield curve” (not 
my term…)

– Risk is composed of duration + interest rate volatility, which decreases 
over time, making an even flatter frontier

• Bernstein & Tew “The Equity Yield Curve” add in a duration term to 
the CAPM to try to explain the higher beta of small cap stocks that 
have lower dividend yields.
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Mis-specified CAPM

• If the assumption that residuals of market 
returns are uncorrelated were true there 
would be no Northfield as we know it.

• Clearly if the model is not fully specified, 
the shape of the Efficient Frontier will 
reflect this:
– If the model were to contain a low vs. high volatility 

factor, (Blitz & Van Vliet: difference between top & 
bottom decile by volatility) perhaps the Equity 
Premium Puzzle would be less puzzling.
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Extended CAPM Framework

• Explicitly accounting for the difference in 
returns between High & Low volatility Stocks 
could lead to a model like:

• Where RVolFMP is a factor modeling portfolio 
consisting of the top decile by volatility minus 
the bottom decile by volatility 

Ri = βRm,t + δRvolFMP +α i,t
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Mis-specified Market Portfolio

• If there are only Equities in the model:
– The MVP will have significantly higher risk & return 

than than a corresponding MVP with Bonds.
– The frontier will be much flatter.

• Introducing bonds to the universe, conversely 
will have the effect of increasing the marginal 
return per unit of risk.

• CAPM was never intended for use with just a 
single asset class
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Including Bonds

• Fuhrman (2004) breaks bonds into:
– Those that should be counted as different 

maturity risk-free assets;
– Those that should be part of the market 

portfolio (corporate bonds);
– And those that should not be double counted 

(e.g. securitized bonds, C_Os of all kinds). 
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Fuhrman’s Model

• ω* = proportional weight of equity market in total market portfolio
• S  = given equity security
• r = bond market
• β* = equity beta adjusted to reflect whole market portfolio
• β = beta relative to the equity market only
• EqMkt = equity market only

β =
Cov(EqMkt,S)
Var(EqMkt)

),(*)1()(*
),(*)1(),(**

EqMktrCovwEqMktVarw
SrCovwSEqMktCovw

−+
−+

=β
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Results –Financial Beta Up, Technology Down

Sector Equity β Market β % Diff
Technology 1.452 1.350 -7.55%
Discretionary 0.915 0.883 -3.66%
Materials 0.925 0.896 -3.20%
Health 1.193 1.186 -0.61%
Industrial 0.988 0.983 -0.49%
Energy 0.700 0.713 1.81%
Telecom 0.846 0.872 2.96%
Consumer Staples 0.759 0.784 3.16%
Financial 1.107 1.161 4.69%
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Fuhrman Summarizes Fuhrman
• “In general, interest sensitive stocks will 

have total-market betas that are higher 
then their betas estimated by the equity 
markets alone.”

• Now that credit risk has been shown to be 
a big risk for financial and home building 
sector, is it possible that bonds and other 
credit factors should be included in the 
market proxy?
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Summary – Part 1

• CAPM frame provides a linear relationships 
between risk and return

• In practice the equity risk premium does not 
increase proportionality with risk 

• Alternative theory attempt to further our 
understanding of this behavior
– Specification to the CAPM 
– Application of fixed income model
– Equity style
– Investor behavior
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Empirical Research Using Northfield Risk Models

1. Reconfirm Arai’s Results using the 
Northfield Fundamental Model 
Universe – including ADR and small 
(but not micro) cap stocks.

2. Reduce turnover by ½ to simulate a 
reasonable passive strategy.

3. If low beta is so great, what about 
130/30 to get an even lower beta?
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Compare the NIS Fundamental and a Global Universe 

Fund Name 

S&P Citi 
Global Broad 

Market Error*

Northfield 
Fundamental

Universe Error*

Russell 1000 Value 22.42 0.65 24.64 1.50 
Russell 1000 Growth 23.93 0.58 36.43 1.33 
Russell 2000 5.35 0.53 12.27 1.23 
S&P/Citi Primary Growth World xU.S. 17.72 1.26 22.82 2.91 
S&P/Citi Primary Value World xU.S. 14.94 1.44 0.00 3.34 
S&P/Citi Emerging Markets 3.71 0.39 3.84 0.91 
S&P/Citi Extended Markets World xU.S. 11.94 1.16 0.00 2.69 

Tracking Error: 1.38  0.60  
 

Comparing the Style Coefficients:
Northfield Factor Model Estimation Universe

S&P Broad Market Global Index

What’s Missing in the NIS Universe:
Non US Value Stocks
Non US Small Cap Stocks

What’s Missing in the S&P GBMI:
½ Domestic Small Cap Stock Weight
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NIS Fundamental Universe vs. World Proxy

Fund Name 
Style 
Wt.% Error*

Northfield Fundamental Universe 66.50 1.30 
S&P/Citi Primary Value World xU.S. 24.15 1.98 
S&P/Citi Extended Market World xU.S. 9.35 1.80 

Tracking Error: 1.05  
 

Using S&P/Citi Indices

Using DFA Funds

Fund Name 
Style 
Wt.% Error*

Northfield Fundamental Universe 74.74 1.40 
DFA Tax Managed International Value 19.87 2.19 
DFA International Small Company 5.38 1.82 

Tracking Error: 1.30  
 

What Weights Do You Need in Complementary Funds
to best fit the S&P Broad  Market Global Index?
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Empirical Results

Variable
Bench-
mark

Base
Case

100% 
T/O

130/ 
30

Systematic RAP N/A 1 1 1
UnSystematic RAP N/A 3 3 5
Average Ex-Ante Risk 18.78 8.28 8.97 8.72
Annualized Realized Risk 15.55 12.33 12.02 11.57
Average Ex-Ante Alpha 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Annualized Realized Alpha 0.00 1.68 1.80 -1.44
Average Annualized T/O N/A 346 92 90
Average Beta 1.04 0.34 0.40 0.25
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Estimation Error – A Problem for MVP

• Minimum Variance Portfolios are Particularly 
sensitive to estimation error:
– Cap weighted estimation universe has an ex-ante 

total risk of 18.78.
– Cap weighted estimation universe has a realized total 

risk of 15.55 – in other words the risk model
overestimated risk of a portfolio that approximates a 
market portfolio.

– MVP has an ex-ante total risk of 8.28
– MVP has a realized total risk of 12.33.  In other 

words, the risk model underestimated risk of a 
portfolio designed to have a the minimum total risk.
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Research to be performed by you

1. Is this a portfolio that can be used to 
add alpha, or is the tilt to low beta 
enough?

2. What about other risk models?
1. APT
2. Single Country
3. Global on a true global portfolio
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Topics for Empirical Study

• Test the extent to which the 
Equity Market Risk Premium 
persists when:
– volatility is explicitly accounted for in the 

risk model;
– Bonds are included in the investment 

universe.
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Conclusions

• There are many reasons, both Behavioral & Rational for 
the disproportionate risk adjusted returns of Equity 
Market Minimum Variance Portfolios

• Two ways one could try to rationalize this behavior in an 
extended CAPM framework are:
– Expanding the universe of securities, including internaional 

stocks trading on domestic markets.
– Explicitly accounting for systematic risk due to volatility in the risk 

model
• Minimum Variance Portfolios are particularly sensitive to 

risk model estimation error, since they favor stocks that 
will have low market, fundamental, industry and stock 
specific risks that are most likely to be underestimated.
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“If you have leverage, you're stuffed”
-- Alex Allen, CIO of Eddington Capital Management,  

Ltd., a London-based hedge fund manager
• Recently, a number of hedge funds have been 

forced to liquidate because their lenders raised 
borrowing rates with new claims for extra 
collateral
• Hedge funds must sell assets to meet banks' 

margin calls
• Source: “Hedge Funds Reel From Margin Calls Even on 

Treasuries” (Bloomberg.com, March 10, 2008)
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Financial contagion and hedge funds

• Contagion: Co-occurrence of extremely bad returns 
in two or more asset classes over and above that 
predicted by normal correlations

• Do hedge funds in one style category perform 
extremely poorly when hedge funds in other styles 
or when broad markets perform extremely poorly?

• Extremely poorly         Performance is in bottom 
10% of all returns (“negative tail” event)
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Number of 10% negative tail events by month
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Who is affected by contagion? 

• Investors: diversification benefits of hedge 
funds could be overstated

• Risk managers of hedge funds and their 
lenders: models that rely on historical 
correlations can fail dramatically

• Regulators: extremely poor performance 
could be pervasive across the hedge fund 
sector, endangering banks and investment 
banks
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Main results

1.   Little evidence of contagion between hedge 
funds and main markets, but strong evidence 
of contagion between hedge fund styles

2.   Contagion is magnified when prime 
brokerage firms have poor performance and 
when asset market liquidity is low

3. Performance in the currency markets is 
worse when hedge fund contagion is high
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Contagion literature review: general

• Currency crises 
• Eichengreen, Rose, and Wyplosz (1996)

• International contagion
• Longin and Solnik (2001) 

• Contagion after market crises
• Forbes and Rigobon (2002)

• Contagion from Latin America
• Bae, Karolyi, and Stulz (2003)
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Contagion literature review: hedge funds (1)

• Theory
• Funding and asset liquidity spirals

• Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2008), Cifuentes, Ferruci, and Shin (2005)

• Banks raise leverage during booms and reduce it during 
downturns

• Adrian and Shin (2008)

• Empirical
• Models include non-linear realizations of factors
• Bank returns and other liquidity and credit risk factors can 

help explain contagion 
• Chan, Getmansky, Haas, and Lo (2005), Billio, Getmansky, and Pelizzon (2007), 
Khandani and Lo (2007)
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Contagion literature review: hedge funds (2)

• Empirical
• Dependencies among hedge funds increase in 

times of stress
•Adrian and Brunnermeier (2008)

• Some evidence of contagion between hedge funds 
in negative markets 

• Geman and Karoubi (2003) and Bacmann and Gawron (2004)

• Hedge funds are not “tail-neutral”; i.e., they have 
greater exposure to the market when the market 
falls dramatically; this risk is not diversifiable

•Brown and Spitzer (2006)
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Why contagion and not correlation?

• Correlation is a linear measure that assumes 
dependence is the same for all returns

• Hard to design statistical tests of changes in 
correlations
- Baig and Goldfajn (2002), Forbes and Rigobon (2002)

• Hedge funds pursue strategies with non-linear payoffs
- Mitchell and Pulvino (2001), Agarwal and Naik (2004), Fung and Hsieh (2004)

• Contagion is a non-linear dependence at tails
• We use logit regressions to test for contagion
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Data
• Hedge funds: Indices from Hedge Fund Research (HFR)

• Convertible Arbitrage, Distressed Securities, Equity Hedge, 
Equity Market Neutral, Event Driven, Macro, Merger 
Arbitrage, and Relative Value Arbitrage  

• January 1990 – August 2007: 212 observations
• No size requirement; no track record requirement; 1600 funds
• Constructed to reduce survivorship and backfilling biases

• Main markets: from Datastream
• Russell 3000 
• Lehman Brothers bond index 
• Change in dollar-weighted exchange rate
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Table I: Summary statistics
monthly hedge fund data

HFR Hedge Fund Indices Main Markets
CA DS ED EH EMN MA GM RV Stock Bond Dollar

Mean 0.79% 1.18% 1.14% 1.31% 0.72% 0.83% 1.19% 0.94% 0.94% 0.58% 0.07%

Std. 
Deviation 1.00% 1.68% 1.83% 2.46% 0.88% 1.20% 2.31% 1.01% 4.01% 1.09% 1.81%

Correlations

CA 1.00 0.55 0.57 0.45 0.22 0.46 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.18 -0.03

DS 1.00 0.79 0.59 0.20 0.52 0.47 0.68 0.44 0.03 -0.06

ED 1.00 0.78 0.24 0.73 0.56 0.64 0.69 0.06 -0.02

EH 1.00 0.38 0.50 0.60 0.54 0.72 0.07 0.04

EMN 1.00 0.25 0.28 0.28 0.16 0.19 0.04

MA 1.00 0.32 0.47 0.50 0.08 -0.02

GM 1.00 0.40 0.41 0.33 -0.02

RV 1.00 0.39 0.06 -0.06

Stock 1.00 0.12 0.06

Bond 1.00 0.21

Dollar 1.00
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Standardizing returns
• Monthly hedge fund returns are autocorrelated

• Consistent with Getmansky, Lo, and Makarov (2004)

• We use AR-GARCH models to control for 
autocorrelation and volatility clustering, and 
use residuals from these models in our 
analyses

• See Embrechts, Frey, and McNeil (2005)
• Ljung-Box tests indicate that our approach removes 

this autocorrelation
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The regression approach
• Estimates the probability that a hedge fund 

index has a 10% tail event on a given date
• Risk factors enter model linearly and as 10% tail 

event contagion indicator variables
• Positive and significant coefficients on the 

contagion indicator variable imply contagion

Pr[Extreme returnt] = f (Linear Risk Factorst , 
Contagion Indicator Variablet)
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Table II: Contagion from main markets and 
between hedge fund indices

• Dependent variable: (0,1) indicator variable set to 
1 if the hedge fund index has 10% tail return at 
time t

• Explanatory variables include:
• Main market returns (continuous and indicator)
• Equally weighted return on other seven hedge fund 

indices
• COUNT: an indicator variable for the number of 

other hedge fund indices (0-7) that have a 10% tail 
return at time t
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Table II Selected Results

Convertible 
Arbitrage

Distressed 
Securities

Event 
Driven

Equity 
Hedge

Equity 
Market 
Neutral

Merger 
Arbitrage

Global 
Macro

Relative 
Value

Contagion Indicator Vars.

10% Tail Russell 3000 -0.456 -0.875 1.119* -0.425 2.294*** -0.771 0.928 0.297

10% Tail LB Bond -1.378 0.744 -1.286 -0.776 -0.235 0.040 -0.117 -0.708

10% Tail FRB Dollar 0.561 2.065*** -1.327* 0.916 -1.640* -0.380 -0.830 -2.172**

COUNT (other HF indicator) -0.005 0.886*** 0.307* 0.307* 1.136*** 0.439*** 0.331* 0.115

R2 Max 0.490 0.656 0.732 0.244 0.915 0.414 0.541 0.416

NOTE: Coefficients marked with *,**,*** are significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table III: Adding additional controls to Table II

• Dependent variable: (0,1) indicator variable set to 
1 if the hedge fund index has 10% tail return at 
time t

• Additional explanatory variables include:
• Volatility on main markets (extracted from 

GARCH models)
• Non-linear risk factors from Fung and Hsieh (2004) 
• 3-month t-bill return
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Problem
When using all the variables, we encounter the 
problem of quasi-separability 
To avoid this problem, we use a stepwise regression 
approach
We keep including the explanatory variable with the 
largest impact until we cannot obtain a regression 
where all variables have a level of significance of at 
least 0.2
We then add COUNT to the regression
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Table III Selected Results
Convertible 
Arbitrage

Distressed 
Securities

Event 
Driven

Equity 
Hedge

Equity 
Market 
Neutral

Merger 
Arbitrage

Global 
Macro

Relative 
Value

Selected Continuous Vars.

FRB Dollar Index Volatility . . . 0.230*** . -0.215*** -0.163*** .

Size Spread -0.288*** -0.176*** -0.275*** . -0.337*** -0.251*** . .

BAA-AAA Spread . . . . . . 1.004*** .

Lookback Straddle: Equities . . -3.097*** . . . . .

Contagion Indicator Vars.

10% Tail Russell 3000 . . . . . -2.807*** . .

10% Tail LB Bond . . . . . . . .

10% Tail FRB Dollar . 1.867*** . 1.865*** . . . .

COUNT (other HF indicator) 0.099 0.605*** 0.293* 0.473*** 0.822*** 0.150 0.482*** 0.020

R2 Max 0.637 0.703 0.782 0.457 0.961 0.669 0.708 0.369

NOTE: Coefficients marked with *,**,*** are significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Economic significance of results
• For each style index, calculate the probability of 

an extreme return for different realizations of 
COUNT
• Set all explanatory variables, except COUNT, to 

their mean values and evaluate the regression at all 
levels of the COUNT variable (0 to 7) 

• Average (median) probability that style index has 
10% tail return increases from 2% for COUNT=0 to 
21% for COUNT=7
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Probability of contagion conditional on COUNT 
variable

Figure 3:
Probability of Contagion Conditional on the Count Variable
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Determinants of contagion:
Funding liquidity and asset liquidity 

• Funding liquidity: losses in one style of hedge funds 
reduces lending across the board

• Asset liquidity: levered funds reduce leverage and 
sell holdings, putting pressure on prices and 
reducing asset liquidity

• Reductions in funding and asset liquidity lead to 
trading liquidity and funding liquidity spirals, 
leading to poor returns across all hedge fund styles

• - Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2008)
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Contagion Channel Proxies 
• Funding Liquidity Proxies

1. Prime Broker Index (PBI)
2. Datastream Bank Index (BANK)
3. Changes in BAA-AAA Credit Spread (CRSPRD)
4. Changes in Repo Volume (REPO)

• Asset Liquidity Proxies
1. Amihud’s Illiquidity Measure (STKLIQ)
2. Flows from other hedge funds (FLOW)
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Univariate Tests
• Create six quartile indicator variables 

representing reduced liquidity for each channel
• Create COUNT8 variable which takes a value of 

0-8 representing the number of hedge funds that 
have a 10% tail return on a given date

Difference in means=[Mean(COUNT8)|Channel=1–
Mean(COUNT8|Channel=0]
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Table V: Selected Univariate Results
Indicator Variable = Bottom Decile Return for Prime Broker Index (PBI)

Number Mean of 
COUNT8

PBI = 0 189 0.59

PBI = 1 21 2.71

Difference in COUNT8 Means: (PBI=1 less PBI=0) 2.11***

t-test for difference in means (4.23)

Indicator Variable = Decile with Largest Amihud Illiquidity Measure (STKLIQ)

Number Mean of 
COUNT8

STKLIQ = 0 189 0.86

STKLIQ = 1 21 3.14

Difference in COUNT8 Means: (STKLIQ=1 less STKLIQ=0) 2.28***

t-test for difference in means (2.60)
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More Univariate Results
• Additional joint test: When PBI is in bottom 

DECILE AND STKLIQ is in top DECILE, 
COUNT8 variable has a mean of 4.33 and 
0.70 otherwise, significant at the 1% level

• Across the board, results are even stronger 
when using deciles versus quartiles
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Contagion channels: Multivariate tests 
(Table VI)

• Poisson regression
• Dependent variable is COUNT8
COUNT8t = f (Risk Factorst , Linear Contagion 

Channel Variablest, Contagion Channel Indicator 
Variablest)

• Positive and significant coefficient on the 
contagion channel indicator means that a 
higher value of COUNT8 is more likely

• Use quartile, not decile, indicators because of 
multi-collinearity problems using deciles
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Table  VI: Selected Results
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Is hedge fund contagion associated 
with tail outcomes for main markets?

We estimate logit regressions with the 
dependent variable equal to one for 10% tail 
event in a main market
We control for levels and volatility of main 
markets, as well as equally-weighted return 
on hedge funds
COUNT8 is not significant for the stock 
market and the bond market 
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Table VIII: Selected Results
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Hedge fund contagion and FX market
We find that the coefficient on COUNT8 in 
the FX market regression is 0.55 and 
significant at the 5% level
Supportive of a role of carry-trade (Plantin 
and Shin) 
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Hedge fund contagion and main 
markets: Channel variables

Same logit regression, but we add channel 
variables
Strong impact of stock liquidity and hedge 
fund flows for FX market, but COUNT8 is 
still significant
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Conclusion
• No systematic evidence of contagion between broad 

markets and individual hedge fund styles
• Strong evidence of contagion between different 

hedge fund styles
• Both funding and asset liquidity appear to be 

important hedge fund contagion channels
• Hedge fund contagion is associated with tail events 

in FX markets, but no other main markets
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OutlineOutline

• Intellectual precursors
– Schein view of culture (2004)
– The clinical perspective in fieldwork (Schein 1987)
– Philosophy of religion (James (1896), Dennett (2006))
– Investment philosophy (Minahan (2006))
– Fifteen years consulting experience

• Beliefs and Belief Systems
• Culture as a Determinant of Investment Beliefs

– Liability-Driven Investing
– Equity Style Analysis

• Managing Belief Systems
• Evaluating Belief Systems
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Schein View of CultureSchein View of Culture

• Culture is a shared set of basic assumptions that
– Shape the behavior, attitudes and beliefs of a group of people
– Are taken for granted by members of the group

• “Group” includes societies, ethnic groups, families, organizations, professions 

• Culture forms in two ways
– Successful interaction between people
– Leadership

• How culture survives and grows
– Task success
– Social validation of beliefs and assumptions
– Indoctrination

• Mechanisms of culture change
– Natural evolution
– Leadership
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The Clinical Perspective in FieldworkThe Clinical Perspective in Fieldwork

• Traditional ethnographic research avoids disturbing the 
subject of the research
– If you change the subject you get contaminated data

• The clinical perspective:
– You can’t study a human system without inadvertently changing it
– You can’t learn how a system works without trying to change it
– You get access to better data if you are helpful 

• Real-world fieldwork always involves a mix
– A clinician’s interventions must be strategic 

• Often this means holding back like an ethnographer
– An ethnographer has to get people to cooperate

• Often this means intervening like a clinician

• Real-world work and consulting experience are a good 
source of clinical data
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Other Strands of the YarnOther Strands of the Yarn

• Philosophy of Religion
– How do people come to believe what they do?
– How are group beliefs passed on to new members of a group?

• Fifteen years consulting experience
– Assessing beliefs of managers
– Dealing with beliefs of clients

• Investment Philosophy
– A set of beliefs about where opportunities come from and how they 

can be exploited
– How should investment philosophy change over time?
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Beliefs and Belief SystemsBeliefs and Belief Systems

• What is a belief?
– A hypothesis we hold to be true

• Can be conscious or unconscious
• Can be deliberate or passive
• Can be consistent with data, not, or indeterminate
• Can be validated experientially or socially
• May or may not have consequences

• What is a belief system?
– An accumulated set of beliefs and the process by which this set 

changes over time
• Can be fixed, adaptive, or proactive

• Beliefs and belief systems are cognitive phenomena
– But also have a cultural aspect
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LiabilityLiability--Driven InvestingDriven Investing

• Economists trained to focus on first principles
– Efficacy of LDI does not hinge on its accounting treatment 
– Fact that public and Taft-Hartley funds don’t mark to market (or that 

corporations do) is a second- or third-order consideration

• Different perspective from plan sponsors
– “Don’t they know we are a public fund?”
– “Don’t they know public funds don’t mark liabilities to market?”

• Differences hinge on beliefs about what is important
– Not always conscious, examined, or deliberate
– Anchored in professional training or occupational perspective
– Socially validated
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Style AnalysisStyle Analysis

• Analysis of a thesis-based value manager 
– Holdings-based style analysis shows “style drift”
– Closer look shows consistent process

• My superior tells me
– Style analysis objective; manager comments spin
– I will learn not to trust managers as I get more experience

• Frustrating from manager’s perspective
– Can lead to perverse product development incentives

• Lessons
– Consultants and managers have different beliefs
– Socialization and sorting is a mechanism for preserving culture
– Social validation of beliefs does not imply economic competitiveness
– Style analysis useful but can be a crutch
– Money manager cultures can be influenced by consultants
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Managing Belief SystemsManaging Belief Systems

• Enhancing self-awareness
– Write beliefs down
– Become introspective when surprised
– Different cultures

• Using theory
– Two types of theory: 

• Bedrock – more or less true
• Conceptual framework – helps us think

– Many conceptual frameworks are inverted irrelevance propositions
• A => B    not(B) => not(A)
• Efficient Market Theory

• Role of evidence
– Learning from experience
– Learning from proactive data gathering
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Evaluating Investment Belief SystemsEvaluating Investment Belief Systems

• Evaluating belief content
– Violations of bedrock theory
– More substantive questions

• How view opportunity set?
• What positions the manager to exploit opportunity set?
• How does opportunity set change over time?

– Helpfulness of inverted efficient market theory
• Evaluating belief management

– How does the manager self evaluate?
• Get the benchmark right
• Supplement performance data with non-performance indicators of 

process success
– Does firm culture support or retard greater awareness of beliefs?

• Using subcultures to enhance awareness
• Hiring practices and culture
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ConclusionsConclusions

• Beliefs permeate the investment business
– But are often unconscious

• Beliefs matter
– Decisions hinge on them

• Culture is an important determinant of beliefs
– Cultural analysis can shed light on beliefs

• Belief systems resist change
– But sometimes must change

• Beliefs can be actively managed
– Indeed, this is a central aspect of leadership

• Evaluating belief systems is a central part of evaluating an 
investment manager
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Overview of Talk

• Review principal components

• Introduce independent components
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Part I: Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)(PCA)

• At each step, PCA finds the direction that 
l i th t i i i tiexplains the most remaining variation
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1st principal component of a cylinder
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PCA on the Florida Keys
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Principal components of 2 years of 
annual mutual fund returnsannual mutual fund returns
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

• Setup:
– Centered observations x1 .. xn Each observation is a vector of length t

e g x IBM’s monthly returns for the past 5 years (t 60)e.g. x1 = IBM s monthly returns for the past 5 years  (t = 60)
x1 = location of 1 acre of the Florida Keys  (t = 2)
x1 = pixel intensities of a digital photo  (t = 106)

– Centering happens by subtracting off– Centering happens by subtracting off
a) the mean of each observation (e.g. for stock covariance model) 

or b) the centroid of the set of observations (e.g. Florida Keys)

• Goal:• Goal:
– Find the linear model that minimizes the squared error between the model 

and the data
– Think of regressing many stocks against a single independent variable

PCA finds the independent variable that explains the most on average p p g
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PCA (cont.)

• Consider the familiar linear model
– xi(t) = βi y(t) + errori i

• Regression
– SEi = squared error for observation i = ∑t=1..m [xi(t) – βi y(t)]2

– Given y and x, regression sets β to minimize squared error:
βi* = xiTy / yTy

PCA• PCA
– TSE = total squared error over all observations = ∑i=1..n SEi
– PCA finds the vector y (and the βi’s) that minimize TSE
– To get the next component repeat on the residuals {xi – βi y}To get the next component, repeat on the residuals {xi βi y}
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PC’s come from eigenvectors of the 
matrix of 2nd momentsmatrix of 2nd moments

• C = XT X = (n × n) matrix of 2nd moments across t
– Ci,j = ∑s=1..t xi(s) xj(s)
– e.g. the co‐movement between securities i & j across time

• C = X XT = (t × t) matrix of 2nd moments across nC  X X  (t × t) matrix of 2 moments across n
– Ci,j = ∑k=1..n xk(i) xk(j)
– e.g. the co‐movement between periods i & j across securities

C d C h h i l d i ld h• C and C have the same non‐zero eigenvalues and yield the same 
PC’s
i.e.  covariance of 5000 stocks over 60 months can be analyzed as a 
60 × 60 matrix instead of a 5000 × 5000
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PC’s come from eigenvectors of the 
matrix of 2nd moments (cont )matrix of 2nd moments (cont.)

• X = (t × n) matrix of observations
C = XT X  (size n × n) C = X XT (size t × t)

• λi = the i’th largest eigenvalue of C or C
vi = (n × 1) normalized eigenvector of C corresponding to λi
vi = (t × 1) normalized eigenvector of C corresponding to λi
C = ∑i λi vi viT C = ∑i λi vi viT

• vi = XT vi / (λi)½ vi = X vi / (λi)½

• pi = (t × 1) ith normalized principal component = vi = X vi / (λi)½

ei = (n × 1) exposures to the component = XT vi = (λi)½ vi

• Average squared error explained by the component = λ / (t × n)• Average squared error explained by the component = λi / (t × n)
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PCA (cont.)

• More volatile observations have greater impact in 
determining components

T t t i ht (t)← (t)– To counteract, reweight: xi(t) ← wi xi(t)
• e.g. wi = 1 / ||xi|| maximizes average correlation

wi = sqrt(mkt capi) weights squared error by cap
• Exposures for the original observations are the reweighted 

observation’s exposures divided by the weightp y g

• 2 views of PCA
– a low dimensional representation of something high 

dimensional e g stock return covariancedimensional, e.g. stock return covariance
– a way to separate features from noise, e.g. extracting the 

structural part of stock returns

• PCA yields factors uncorrelated with each other• PCA yields factors uncorrelated with each other
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Uncorrelated doesn’t mean 
independentindependent
f(x) = x and g(x) = x2

f and g uncorrelated, but g = f2

15

20

f and g uncorrelated, but g   f
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10

0

5

‐5 0 5
‐5
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An application: face recognition

• Training
– Start with a large # of pictures 

f fof faces
– Calculate the PC’s of this set –

called “eigenfaces”

– For each person, take a 
reference photo and calculate 
its loadings on the PC’s

• Model in operation
– Person looks into camera.  

The image’s eigenface
loadings are compared to the 
reference photo’s

Image Source: AT&T Laboratories Cambridge
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Part II: Independent Components

• Goal: extract the signals driving a process

– Cocktail party problem – separate the sound of 
several talkers into individual voices

St k k t t t t i l th t i t– Stock market returns – extract signals that investors 
use to price securities, fit predictive model for profit

• Cichocki, Stansell, Leonowicz, & Buck. "Independent 
variable selection: Application of independent component 
analysis to forecasting a stock index" Journal of Assetanalysis to forecasting a stock index , Journal of Asset 
Management, v6(4) Dec 2005

• Back & Weigand. “A first application of independent 
component analysis to extracting structure from stock 
returns”, International Journal of Neural Systems, v8(4) y
Aug 1997
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An example: Observe 4 linear 
combinations of 4 signalscombinations of 4 signals
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Principal Components
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Independent Components
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ICA – Independent Component 
AnalysisAnalysis

• Similar Setup
– Assume there exist independent signals

S = [s1(t), … , sn(t)]

– Observe only linear combinations of them, X(t) = A S(t)

– Both A and S are unknown!
A is called the mixing matrix

• Goal
– Recover the original signals S(t) from X(t)

ie. find a linear transformation L, ideally A‐1, such that 
LX(t) = S(t) (up to scale and permutation)LX(t) = S(t) (up to scale and permutation)
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ICA – Basic idea

• First get rid of correlation – “whitening”
– Apply a linear transformation N to decorrelate and normalize 

the signals: (NX)TNX= I Let Z = NXthe signals: (NX)TNX= I.  Let Z = NX
– The whitening transformation isn’t unique – any rotation of 

whitened signals is white:
• W rotation → WTW = I → (WZ)T(WZ) = ZT(WTW)Z = ZTZ = I

– Principal components are one source of whitened signalsPrincipal components are one source of whitened signals

• Then address higher order dependence
– Find a rotation W that makes the whitened signals 

i d d t i th l f WZ i d d tindependent, i.e. the columns of WZ independent
– The optimization problem is minimizeW dep(WZ)

• where dep(M) is a measure of the dependency between the columns 
of M

• s t WTW = I (W is a rotation)s.t. W W   I  (W is a rotation)
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Notions of independence:
1 Nonlinear decorrelation1. Nonlinear decorrelation

• Signals are already decorrelated by whitening
– E[u v] = E[u] E[v] 

• Know that for independent signals u & v,
– E[g(u) h(v)] = E[g(u)] E[h(v)]  for all g, h

• Are there functions ĝ & ĥ whose nonlinearity captures 
most of the higher order dependence?
– Ans: How well a particular function works depends on the 

shape of the data distribution’s tailsshape of the data distribution s tails

• dep(M) = magnitude of the difference between E[ĝ ĥ] and 
E[ĝ] E[ĥ]  when ĝ & ĥ are applied to the columns of M[ĝ] [ ] ĝ pp
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Notions of independence:
2 Non Gaussianity2. Non‐Gaussianity

• Model is X = AS
– where the columns of S are independent– where the columns of S are independent

• Central limit theorem says adding things 
together makes them more Gaussian

• Unmixed signals should be less Gaussian• Unmixed signals should be less Gaussian
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A measure of non‐Gaussianity: 
KurtosisKurtosis

• Kurtosis
– 4th centered moment / squared variance4 centered moment / squared variance
– A measure of the mass in the distribution’s tails
– Highly influenced by outliers
– Takes values from 0 to∞, Gaussian is 3Takes values from 0 to  , Gaussian is 3

• Excess Kurtosis = Kurtosis – 3
Takes values from 3 to∞ Gaussian is 0– Takes values from – 3 to ∞, Gaussian is 0

– Maximize the absolute value to find non‐
Gaussian

– dep(M) = ‐1 × |excess kurtosis of columns of M|dep(M) =  1 × |excess kurtosis of columns of M|
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Background: Information theory
(Shannon 1948)(Shannon 1948)

• Entropy
– H(X) = ‐ ∑ p(x) log p(x)
– # of bits needed to encode X# of bits needed to encode X

• Differential Entropy
– h(X) = ‐  ∫ p(x) log p(x) dx
– For a given variance, Gaussians maximize differential entropy

• Kullback‐Leibler Divergence (Relative Entropy)
– D(p||q) = ∑ p(x) log [p(x)/q(x)]   ≥ 0

• Mutual Information
– I(X,Y) = D[ p(x,y) || p(x) p(y) ]

= avg # of bits X tells about Y = avg # of bits Y tells about X
I(X Y) 0 ↔ X & Y i d d t– I(X,Y) = 0  ↔ X & Y independent
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A measure of non‐Gaussianity: 
NegentropyNegentropy

• Negentropy
– Shortfall in entropy relative to a Gaussian with the same 

variancevariance
– Useful because scale invariant

• To evaluate, need probability distribution
– Estimate densities by expansions around a Gaussian densityEstimate densities by expansions around a Gaussian density
– Cumulant (moment) based (Edgeworth, Gram‐Charlier)

• sensitive to outliers

– By non‐polynomial functions, eg. x exp(‐x2/2), tanh(x)
b b h i f f i d d h il• more robust, but choice of functions depends on the tails

• Maximize an approximation of negentropy
– dep(M) = ‐1 × |negentropy of columns of M|
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Mutual information

• Minimize the mutual information among the 
i lsignals

– dep(M) = mutual information of columns of M

• After manipulating and constraining the 
signals to be uncorrelated minimizing mutualsignals to be uncorrelated, minimizing mutual 
information is maximizing negentropy
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Another characterization: Maximum 
likelihoodlikelihood

• Recall model X = As
– let B = A‐1– let B = A
– p(X) = |det(B)| ∏i pi(biTX)

• Find demixing matrix B that maximizes the 
likelihood of the observations X

• First need an (inexact) model of the 
p’s, similar to density approximation for 

tnegentropy
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Connections to Human Wiring

• ICA can be characterized as sparse coding
– How can signals be represented compactly (each 
signal loading on a few of the factors) while 
retaining as much information as possible?g p

– A neuron codes only a few messages and rarely 
fires

• Edges are the independent components in 
pictures of nature

O i l i b il d d– Our visual system is built to detect edges
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Summary

• Incredibly clever and powerful tool for 
t ti i f tiextracting information

F d l i l f• Fundamental – can motivate results from 
many different starting points
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Major Points of this PresentationMajor Points of this Presentation

•• Almost all asset management firms have a quantitative Almost all asset management firms have a quantitative 
risk assessment system of some kind in placerisk assessment system of some kind in place

•• Few, if any, asset managers get full value from their risk Few, if any, asset managers get full value from their risk 
systems because they limit use of their risk systems to systems because they limit use of their risk systems to 
the most basic reporting functions, such as determining the most basic reporting functions, such as determining 
if tracking error is within acceptable limitsif tracking error is within acceptable limits

•• WeWe’’ll illustrate a dozen lines of enquiry for which existing ll illustrate a dozen lines of enquiry for which existing 
risk systems can be fruitfully employedrisk systems can be fruitfully employed



#1 The Mean Variance Utility Function#1 The Mean Variance Utility Function

•• It is mathematically demonstrable that volatility in It is mathematically demonstrable that volatility in 
portfolio returns reduces the contribution of portfolio returns reduces the contribution of 
compounding to long term wealth accumulation.  compounding to long term wealth accumulation.  

For a given portfolio, what is the reduction in the For a given portfolio, what is the reduction in the 
geometric (compound) rate of return as compared to a geometric (compound) rate of return as compared to a 
constant return at the same arithmetic average rate?constant return at the same arithmetic average rate?

This is why all investors, even those with long time This is why all investors, even those with long time 
horizons should be paying attention to portfolio risk. horizons should be paying attention to portfolio risk. 

•• See Markowitz and Levy (1979) See Markowitz and Levy (1979) 



#2 Asset Allocation and Risk Budgeting#2 Asset Allocation and Risk Budgeting

•• Investors measure active management returns relative Investors measure active management returns relative 
to some benchmark index.  They also use the to some benchmark index.  They also use the 
benchmark index as a proxy for participation in an asset benchmark index as a proxy for participation in an asset 
class or portfolio style in making asset allocation class or portfolio style in making asset allocation 
decisions.  decisions.  

Can you demonstrate that your actively managed Can you demonstrate that your actively managed 
portfolio is not so different from the benchmark index portfolio is not so different from the benchmark index 
that the validity of the investor's asset allocation decision that the validity of the investor's asset allocation decision 
has been compromised?has been compromised?



#3 Investor Preferences for Absolute #3 Investor Preferences for Absolute 
and Benchmark Relative Risksand Benchmark Relative Risks

•• While managers are typically measured by benchmark While managers are typically measured by benchmark 
relative returns, investors cannot pay their financial relative returns, investors cannot pay their financial 
obligations with "benchmark relative money".  Investors obligations with "benchmark relative money".  Investors 
therefore have concerns both about absolute risk and therefore have concerns both about absolute risk and 
benchmark relative risk.  benchmark relative risk.  

What is the relative importance of these two concerns to What is the relative importance of these two concerns to 
our investors, and how is that preference observable in our investors, and how is that preference observable in 
the composition of the portfolio?  Put in another way, the composition of the portfolio?  Put in another way, 
what our portfolios imply about how risk averse our what our portfolios imply about how risk averse our 
investors are to these two different aspects of risk? investors are to these two different aspects of risk? 



#4 #4 ““IntegrityIntegrity”” of Portfolio Strategyof Portfolio Strategy

•• As active managers, we employ strategies that As active managers, we employ strategies that 
incorporate our skills in "stock picking" and also in incorporate our skills in "stock picking" and also in 
making sector/country/style decisions.  To the extent we making sector/country/style decisions.  To the extent we 
wish to outperform benchmarks via a particular source wish to outperform benchmarks via a particular source 
of skill, we must accept uncertainty in that aspect of of skill, we must accept uncertainty in that aspect of 
portfolio returns in order to have an opportunity set.  portfolio returns in order to have an opportunity set.  

Does the risk decomposition of our portfolio properly Does the risk decomposition of our portfolio properly 
reflect our expected sources of superior performance?reflect our expected sources of superior performance?



#5 Understanding Strategy Risk#5 Understanding Strategy Risk

•• Volatility of benchmark relative returns arises from two Volatility of benchmark relative returns arises from two 
sources. The first is "tracking error" which arises from sources. The first is "tracking error" which arises from 
the random influence of changing market conditions and the random influence of changing market conditions and 
firm specific events. The second source of volatility is firm specific events. The second source of volatility is 
““strategy riskstrategy risk””, which is the extent to which the , which is the extent to which the 
effectiveness of our strategies varies over time for effectiveness of our strategies varies over time for 
internal reasons.  For example, if a star research analyst internal reasons.  For example, if a star research analyst 
resigned, the potential impact on our portfolios would be resigned, the potential impact on our portfolios would be 
a form of strategy risk, not tracking error.  a form of strategy risk, not tracking error.  

Have we been able to analyze our past performance Have we been able to analyze our past performance 
track record to quantify the degree of strategy risk, and track record to quantify the degree of strategy risk, and 
formulate policy accordingly?formulate policy accordingly?



#6 Quality Control Across Portfolios#6 Quality Control Across Portfolios

•• For a portfolio to represent the best balance of expected For a portfolio to represent the best balance of expected 
returns and risks at the portfolio level, the weight of returns and risks at the portfolio level, the weight of 
each security position must balance expected returns each security position must balance expected returns 
and expected risks at the margin.  As such, it is possible and expected risks at the margin.  As such, it is possible 
to infer the expected returns on securities from the to infer the expected returns on securities from the 
composition of a portfolio.  composition of a portfolio.  

To the extent we obtain these implied expected returns, To the extent we obtain these implied expected returns, 
are they consistent with our actual beliefs about the are they consistent with our actual beliefs about the 
expected returns from different securities?  Are the expected returns from different securities?  Are the 
implied expected returns consistent across the many implied expected returns consistent across the many 
portfolios under management (if we believe that stock X portfolios under management (if we believe that stock X 
will outperform stock Y, we must believe that for all will outperform stock Y, we must believe that for all 
portfolios!)?portfolios!)?



#7 Distinguishing Between Weight and #7 Distinguishing Between Weight and 
ExposureExposure

•• The sensitivity of a portfolio's return to the returns of a The sensitivity of a portfolio's return to the returns of a 
given sector (or country) involves both the weight of the given sector (or country) involves both the weight of the 
portfolio allocated to that sector (country) and the portfolio allocated to that sector (country) and the 
extent to which the specific firms held in the portfolio extent to which the specific firms held in the portfolio 
are more or less sensitive to business and economic are more or less sensitive to business and economic 
conditions in that sector (country).  conditions in that sector (country).  

How does your risk management process differentiate How does your risk management process differentiate 
between the value weights allocated to a sector between the value weights allocated to a sector 
(country) and the economic exposure of your portfolio to (country) and the economic exposure of your portfolio to 
the influence of that sector (country)?the influence of that sector (country)?



#8 Reconciling Top#8 Reconciling Top--down Viewsdown Views

Macroeconomic relations to security returns are often Macroeconomic relations to security returns are often 
unintuitive. For example, we might believe that oil unintuitive. For example, we might believe that oil 
companies benefit from high oil prices, while airlines companies benefit from high oil prices, while airlines 
suffer greatly. However statistical tests have suffer greatly. However statistical tests have 
demonstrated that certain industries such as "chain demonstrated that certain industries such as "chain 
retail" are even more sensitive to energy costs than retail" are even more sensitive to energy costs than 
airlines (consumer spending power declines, travel airlines (consumer spending power declines, travel 
expense increases, shipping costs, HVAC costs, etc.). expense increases, shipping costs, HVAC costs, etc.). 

How does your risk management process alert you to How does your risk management process alert you to 
broad macroeconomic exposures in your portfolio that broad macroeconomic exposures in your portfolio that 
may not be intuitively obvious?may not be intuitively obvious?



#9 Meeting Regulatory #9 Meeting Regulatory 
RequirementsRequirements
•• Regulations in many European countries (e.g. UCITS 3) Regulations in many European countries (e.g. UCITS 3) 

now require that most mutual funds sold across national now require that most mutual funds sold across national 
borders have a standing risk management process that borders have a standing risk management process that 
includes a periodic calculation of a 10 day Valueincludes a periodic calculation of a 10 day Value--AtAt--Risk, Risk, 
and the reporting of those results to boards of directors and the reporting of those results to boards of directors 
and in some cases regulators.  Current regulatory and in some cases regulators.  Current regulatory 
discussions are likely to extend this requirement to discussions are likely to extend this requirement to 
separately managed accounts in many countries, even separately managed accounts in many countries, even 
for investors with long term investment horizons.  for investors with long term investment horizons.  

Does your risk management process producing the Does your risk management process producing the 
necessary reporting?necessary reporting?



#10 Efficient Trading#10 Efficient Trading

•• Large asset management organizations typically manage Large asset management organizations typically manage 
many portfolios with heterogeneous goals and many portfolios with heterogeneous goals and 
requirements.  Lets assume we want to purchase requirements.  Lets assume we want to purchase 
3,000,000 shares of stock X in aggregate for our 3,000,000 shares of stock X in aggregate for our 
portfolios, but market liquidity limits us to 150,000 per portfolios, but market liquidity limits us to 150,000 per 
day of buying. day of buying. 

How do we decide in which portfolios this purchase has How do we decide in which portfolios this purchase has 
the most benefit, and is therefore the most urgent? the most benefit, and is therefore the most urgent? 



#11  Controlling Dispersion#11  Controlling Dispersion

•• Investment consultants often use the dispersion Investment consultants often use the dispersion 
between returns of similar portfolios as evidence of poor between returns of similar portfolios as evidence of poor 
quality control on the part of an asset manager.  On the quality control on the part of an asset manager.  On the 
other hand, the differences in client goals and other hand, the differences in client goals and 
preferences should produce different portfolios for preferences should produce different portfolios for 
different clients and therefore different returns.  different clients and therefore different returns.  

Can you estimate the expected level of dispersion Can you estimate the expected level of dispersion 
between portfolios, and therefore show that the between portfolios, and therefore show that the 
observed dispersion arises from differences in client observed dispersion arises from differences in client 
need, rather than sloppy management?need, rather than sloppy management?



#12 Private Clients are Different#12 Private Clients are Different

•• To the extent that capital gain taxes reduce the range of To the extent that capital gain taxes reduce the range of 
possible return outcomes to the investor, the proper possible return outcomes to the investor, the proper 
balance of portfolio return and risk is quite different balance of portfolio return and risk is quite different 
when taxes are considered, even for investors of when taxes are considered, even for investors of 
identical risk tolerance.  identical risk tolerance.  

How are the risk profiles of your portfolios differentiated How are the risk profiles of your portfolios differentiated 
between institutional clients that are not subject to between institutional clients that are not subject to 
capital gain taxes and private clients that normally are capital gain taxes and private clients that normally are 
subject to capital gain tax?subject to capital gain tax?



#13 Reducing Trading Costs#13 Reducing Trading Costs

•• Market impact costs are a function of how quickly we Market impact costs are a function of how quickly we 
execute trades.  The costs of trading quickly must be execute trades.  The costs of trading quickly must be 
weighed against the loss of opportunities, and increased weighed against the loss of opportunities, and increased 
risk of trading slowly.  You can think of your desired but risk of trading slowly.  You can think of your desired but 
undone trades as a long/short portfolio you are trying to undone trades as a long/short portfolio you are trying to 
liquidate.  You are long stocks you do have and donliquidate.  You are long stocks you do have and don’’t t 
want, and short stocks you do want and donwant, and short stocks you do want and don’’t have. t have. 

Do you use your risk management system to determine Do you use your risk management system to determine 
which trades contribute the most to the transition of the which trades contribute the most to the transition of the 
portfolio, and hence are the ones you are willing to bear portfolio, and hence are the ones you are willing to bear 
more cost to complete?more cost to complete?



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Risk assessment systems provided by Northfield and Risk assessment systems provided by Northfield and 
other providers have many uses beyond routine portfolio other providers have many uses beyond routine portfolio 
risk valuesrisk values

•• Thoughtful asset management organizations can explore Thoughtful asset management organizations can explore 
many other important aspects of investment many other important aspects of investment 
management through the perspective of their risk management through the perspective of their risk 
systemsystem

•• Efficient use of your risk system extends beyond dayEfficient use of your risk system extends beyond day--toto--
day portfolio management into many aspects of trading, day portfolio management into many aspects of trading, 
investment policy, compliance and organizational investment policy, compliance and organizational 
behaviorbehavior


